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Question:

• When you use a language in early 
childhood but not later, what happens to 
your knowledge of this language?

• Do you lose memory of the language, or 
just ability to retrieve it?



4 groups – all UCLA students

• Novice learners (no childhood exposure)

• Childhood hearers (regular hearing, but 
minimal speaking)

• Childhood speakers (sharp drop in 
speaking after age 7)

• Native speakers (regular speaking 
throughout life)



Study focuses on sound 
contrasts that are not used in 

English.



Stimuli used in phoneme 
perception and production tasks



Phoneme perception task

• How well can they hear these contrasts?

• Subjects hear word, choose which word it 
is.



How did they do?



How did they do?



Phoneme production task

• How well can they pronounce these 
contrasts?

• Subjects read words aloud.



How did they do?



How reliably could they make the 
contrasts?



How reliably could they make the 
contrasts?



Did they sound like native 
speakers?

• Eight native speakers listen and judge.

1 = definitely non-native

5 = definitely native



Did they sound like native 
speakers?



Did they sound like native 
speakers?



Overall results: Perception

Childhood hearers
Childhood speakers > Novice learners
Native speakers



Overall results: Production

Childhood hearers
Childhood speakers > Novice learners
Native speakers



So do you lose memory or 
retrieval?

• Looks like mostly retrieval.

• Some aspect of the memory must remain.

• How else could we explain the fact that 
childhood exposure confers an 
advantage?



Speaking vs. hearing

• Childhood speakers performed better on 
the production task than childhood 
hearers.

Seems reasonable, but …



Speaking vs. hearing

“As logical as it sounds, this is probably 
not the whole story. We have found 
that childhood overhearing 
experience can have lasting benefits 
for phonology production in Spanish 
(Au et al., 2002).”



OK, so you remember sounds.
Big deal.

What about sentence structure (morphology and 
syntax)?



More recent study
Looks at grammatical ability among people with 
childhood exposure to Spanish.



4 groups
Childhood speakers

Spoke Spanish regularly in childhood
Massive drop in using Spanish by age 7

Childhood overhearers
Overheard Spanish regularly in childhood
Regular exposure dropped by age 6



4 groups
Late L2 learners

Minimal or no exposure to Spanish in childhood

Native speakers



4 groups
These groups all took Spanish in high school and are 
now enrolled in 2nd‐year Spanish at UCLA:

Childhood speakers
Childhood overhearers
Late L2 learners

All 4 groups are UCLA students.



How did they test them?
Noun phrase production

“los pianos blancos”, “la vaca negra”
Verb phrase production

(Fui a la tienda y…) compré leche.
Grammatical judgment

Does this sentence sound OK?
Narrative production

Rated by native speakers
Sentence repetition (with and w/o noise)



How did they do?
Here is Table 5 from the article…





Childhood speaker advantage

“los pianos blancos”, “la vaca negra”

(Fui a la tienda y…) compré leche.

Does this sentence sound OK?

Rated by native speakers



Childhood overhearer advantage

“los pianos blancos”, “la vaca negra”

(Fui a la tienda y…) compré leche.

Does this sentence sound OK?

Rated by native speakers





Conclusion
Early childhood use of language does have an effect 
later in life, even after many years of disuse.
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